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Since On-line Corporate Banking System was established, it has popularized and 
developed within a higher speed each year, and become an important channel for 
many banks to conduct business transactions. Then it is also widely greeted by bank 
practitioners and highly praised by the customers. Current statistics show, however, 
that the users’ proportion in customers who are offered E-bank business service is not 
as high as expected though the bank has made many efforts, funds and human 
resources, on its marketing and customers’ development. Not only does this result in 
lower substitution effect on business conducting, but it also wastes valuable marketing 
resources. And it is especially obvious in the middle and western under-developed 
areas. 
Marketing to no effective customers means the waste of marketing resources. 
Therefore, how to distinguish，examine and select the targeted customers, and 
realizing its marketing values become the problems that need urgent solution in the 
development of On-line Corporate Banking service. Guided by relevant theories of 
the Data Mining Technology, this thesis analyzes the historic data of On-line 
Corporate Banking System on the basis of CCB practical judgment, tries to seek for 
an appropriate examining approach, and finally designs a screening model for the 
targeted customers in CCB On-line Corporate Banking system. Meanwhile, the 
implication proposed in this research can also provide reference basis and essential 
evidence for E-bank to select effective targeted customers. 
In this thesis, attributes of client that maybe affect exercise be analyses, some 
attributes that can’t be gathered from existent system are explained. Then a swatch (a 
sample case of H prefecture, Y province) is set up by collecting attributes of On-line 
Corporate Banking trading as well as acquired existing data from On-line Corporate 
Banking users of CCB. Swatch is cleaned up and analyses with the technique of data 
mining, and describes the method to designing Screening Model for Corporate 
Internet Banking Target. In the end, the refection to implication and limit of this 
research is presented. 
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